**Via Canaan, later “Via Virago”:**

Aron & Gedalia **Franco** (upstairs)

**Sharhon** family
Yitzhak **Segura** (daughter: Stella, survivor)
Boaz **Hazan** -- wife: Rachel Benatar (children: Amilia, Hasdai, Joseph)
Yehuda **Levy** “Kapanji” & Miriam Notrica (children: Moshe, Signor, Felicie, Sara, Haim, Rene, Stella)

**Halfon family** (daughter: Clara)
Ruben **Leon** -- wife: Mazaltov Halfon
Rahel **Mizrahi** (made noodles and sold house to house)
Rahel **Darva** -- a widow
Moshe **Soriano** (daughters: Fortune & Bella)
Amelie **Pihas** (upstairs)
Sarota ”Paspatu”
Sadik **Levy** & Miriam Capeluto (children: Rachel, Lea, Moshe, Leon)

**Buenavida** family
Aslan **Amato** -- wife: Estrella Benveniste

**Calle de los Ricos** (side of the Kehila):

**Turiel** family (Yedid, Amelie & Renee)
Aron **Gaon** (6 daughters: Sylvia, Diana...)

**Hasson** family

**Kehila Tikun Hatsot**

**Hasson** family -- children: Shimon (married to Rosa Tarica) & Samuel (married to Diana Cohen)
Moshe **Menashe** -- children: Regina (Portland) & Rafael
Bohor **Menashe** -- children: Regina, Matilda, Solomon (Cohen family lives there now)
Bohor **Pihas** (married Armenian woman)
Felicie & Rachel **Levy** (after camps they lived in Milan)
Bension **Benatar** (daughter: Regina, son: Harry in New York)

**Calle de los Ricos** (other side):

Daniel **Turiel** (married Matilda) (family saved from deportation due to Turkish nationality)

**Cohen** family
Nisso **Cohen**

**Hasson** family

The prominent **Alhadeff** family home (upstairs and the back side of home faced the Alhadeff park. From 1928 to 1930 the Rabbinical College presided there. Later Dr. **Gaon** & Allegra (from Turkey) lived there.

**Malki** family (from Turkey, mother & 2 daughters) (he worked for Codron)
Jacob **Capeluto** – wife: Estrella Mizrahi. Children: Rosa, Victor, Sarina...
Elie **Menashe** (Yosef? Elie? Sarota?)
Samuel **Fereira** (daughter: Mercada)